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Advertising has been described both as an art and a science since it encompasses
a whole range of disciplines ranging from creative writing and visualizing to designing,
film-making, making music, demographic research, media planning, etc. It becomes
important therefore that the teaching of advertising be conducted in a serious manner
and that persons adequately qualified in all aspects of advertising theory and application
be fed into the field. As things stand in Pakistan today, advertising is only a small part of
the mass communications curriculum that is taught at various universities and is not given
much importance both by the teachers and the taught. A new subject that has emerged
at various institutions in recent times is that of media studies. It mainly comprises a broad
sprinkling of knowledge pertaining to the various sectors of advertising, audio-visual
media studies or application of digital media. These do provide students with the skills
necessary for many emerging careers in advertising, especially in audio-visual and digital
media. The art schools in the country, which are in any case, very few in number, produce
graduates who are not in tune with on-ground requirements of the industry. As a result,
the more talented among them do not find advertising agencies financially attractive and
they either launch themselves on their own or end up working for various creative shops.
The emergence of the audio-visual media in the country in the form of radio and TV
channels has perhaps created the need for people trained in these disciplines. As for the
digital aspect, the emergence of the internet and the addition of social media as a means
of advertising has greatly encouraged young people to go in this direction and acquire
qualifications that would prepare them for future careers in the digital age. This is perhaps
a natural phenomenon and the need for this development cannot be denied in the emerging scenario.
However, it needs to be emphasized that advertising as a subject by itself needs a
lot more attention and the various aspects of advertising should not only be treated
separately but also taught at universities and business schools on their own merit. The
area of media studies may fulfill a current market need and it is commendable that various institutions have introduced the subject for those who wish to take up one or the
other aspect of media as a career. Considering the growing need for people qualified in
media studies, the area needs to be dealt with in more detail and more aspects need to
be covered so that the audio-visual media sector gets a boost of improvement. But the
subject of advertising too needs to be taught with more focus because there is a large
and growing industry out there that is waiting to absorb graduates in advertising. So far,
that is over the past 70 years, the advertising sector has mainly depended on people
who already had experience from having worked for various agencies in the pre-partition
days or learnt advertising on the job in subsequent years. The industry made use of their
talents in various fields but most of them have now faded away and there is a wide gap
that needs to be filled.
The advertising sector has always felt the need for qualified people to come into its fold
and grow in various specialized sectors but this element has always been missing. On the
creative side, people have come in with degrees in English or Urdu Literature or generally
well-educated people with good command over the language they are expressing themselves in. Other areas have welcomed people with good education or degrees in business
administration, economics and marketing and the competent people among them have
made good progress. But it is a pity that Pakistan has never had a proper institution to
produce people specialized in advertising though many attempts have been made in this
direction. Leading advertising agencies and advertising associations have initiated the
process but this has never led to the establishment of a proper institute that would take
in people with the required aptitude and award degrees or at least diplomas in advertising. Advertising professionals are adept at thumping each others’ backs and giving away
awards in various categories. Perhaps if the same enthusiasm were to be shown in producing individuals qualified in various advertising disciplines, Pakistani advertising would
have made a mark instead of just being a ‘me-too’ sector.

Read complete issue of Slogan on:
www.slogan.com.pk
The views expressed by the contributors are not
necessarily shared by the editor.
Available on EBSCO and affiliated international
databases through Asianet-Pakistan.

Javed Ansari
Editor
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Who Said That!

They always say that failure is
not an option. Failure should be
an option because when you
fail you get up, and then you
fail, and then you get up, and
that keeps you going. That’s
how humans are strong. Failure
is an option, should be an
option, but giving up is not.
– Muniba Mazari, Artist

When will Mian Sahab make
a committee for his daughterin-law?
– Ayesha Ahad, Alleged wife
of Hamza Shahbaz.

In a country like Pakistan
where is politics is an art form
of the elite, and it’s often very
dynastic, it’s hard to explain to
people why I don’t think it’s a
birthright.
– Fatima Bhutto, Writer

I never said that our economic
situation is fragile, but there is
always room for improvement.
We will be a strong economy
where Pakistani will feel secure.
– Maj. Gen. Asif Ghafoor, DG,
ISPR

I would like to help my people in
any way I can. It’s difficult times
in Pakistan and we all have to
help.
– Bilawal Bhutto, Politician

I think women should wear
whatever makeup they want
for themselves. Makeup
should be fun.
– Emma Stone, Actor

First of all, convince yourself
that you are the best because
the rest of your life is going to
go proving this to others.
– Wasim
Akram,Sportsperson

‘Actors are greedy. They
can never be satisfied. I
want praise as well as box
office returns.’
– Kareena Kapoor Khan,
Actor

When you hurt people, they
begin to love you less. That’s
what careless words do. They
make people love you a little less.
– Arundhati Roy, Indian author

There shall come a day in the
life of every champion when
they shall have to realize, there
is another greater around the
corner.
– Amitabh Bachchan, Actor

Sachin Tendulkar has
carried the burden
of the nation for 21
years. It is time we
carry him on our
shoulders.
– Virat Kohli,
Sportsperson

Life will knock us down,
but we can choose
whether or not to stand
back up.
– Jackie Chan,
Martial artist
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Readers’ Thoughts
Online Ease

No Originality

The last cover story of Slogan was on ‘Tilt Towards emarketing’. The shift towards e-marketing has increased
with the increase of new technologies in today’s world.
People find it more convenient in looking for their desired
things online and ordering them rather than going to a
shop to buy. There is no doubt that e-commerce has
taken over the world and people are now finding more
ways to make things easier for them. The increase in
e-commerce and the effective buying decision of the
consumer has made life easy for everyone.
Talbia Mehdi,
Karachi.

Smog Crisis
The current climate change in Punjab is of serious
concern. The huge amount of smog carrying dust
clouds is harmful and makes breathing difficult, leading to respiratory illnesses, besides creating power
outages. There have been recent studies in which the
smog in the Punjab has been described as ‘acid rain’
and carcinogenic. It is also said that the dust clouds
travel from the Indian Punjab where hay is burnt and
the winds blow in Pakistan Punjab’s direction. All
these contribute to the build-up of a smog situation.
Kawish Raza,

It is a sad fact that Pakistan
as a country is not making any
advances towards developing a
professional advertising sector.
The only advertising medium that
rules the roost in the country is
television. TV commercials for
various advertisers are also not
made in Pakistan which means
that this sector too is not making
any progress. The manufacturing companies, both national and
multinational, are having a whale of
a time reaping great profits by selling their products and services to
a vastly growing population. These
profits are not re-ploughed in the
country but repatriated abroad to
their principals. It is a pity that audiences in this country of over 200
million people mostly get to see TV
advertising that is adapted from
other markets. No wonder, there is
a paucity of originality.
Abdul Kader,
Karachi

Lahore.

Maturity Denied
Shoaib Mansoor is supposed to have made a comeback with Verna which
took six years to make. The censorship on the film comes as a disappointment. The culprit in the film is shown shown as a governor’s son. Perhaps
that was the main issue which prompted the censor board to have objections. The mature and edgy content of the film was also objectionable.. Verna
derserves to have a smooth release if the Pakistan film industry aims to move
towards maturity.
Saher Batool,
Islamabad.

Seatbelt Awareness

Unhygienic Dimension

Nobody can deny the fact that wearing a seatbelt is very important while
you are driving. It reduces the risk of death by 45% and cuts the risk of serious
injury by 50%. However, in most TV shows and serials broadcast on private
channels, people are shown driving without wearing seatbelts. This is not at
all a positive sign and shows the negligence of the authorities that have failed
miserably to make TV channels
conform to their basic regulations
regarding safe content. Much has
been done to create awareness
about smoking. The same efforts
are required to raise awareness
about wearing seatbelts.

We have often heard that India is the
most unhygienic country in terms of
open defecation. But now Pakistan is
also emerging as one such country. Millions of Pakistanis contract water-borne
diseases every year often resulting from
their contact with faecal matter. Pregnant
women are at more risk of getting affected and this results
in the death of their child. This is one of the reasons why
Pakistan has the second highest child mortality rate in South
Asia. Developed cities like Karachi and Lahore make use
of open spaces because public toilet are missing. Politician
have failed to recognise the issue.

Shazia Parveen
Gujranwala

Aftab Ahmed,
Karachi.
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Cover Story

Role of CSR
By Khawaja Amer

I

n recent history, organisations that have
achieved remarkable successes are the
ones that set aside a considerable part
of their profits for the wellbeing of the
people. The next generation companies
therefore make budget provisions for Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) purely
on humanitarian grounds. Considering how
important CSR is to the society they live in,
many companies in Pakistan also now focus on and practice some broad categories
of CSR.
According to a report, Pakistan’s 55
most prestigious companies with significant
contribution for social development through
different projects and activities have been
awarded at the 9th CSR Summit held on
January 19, 2017. There are also a large
number of medium and small enterprises
in Pakistan that set aside a portion of their
budget for CSR. But then, the cumulative

8
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effect of CSR is not so visible. So there
is a need to legally bind the companies
operating in Pakistan to set aside a certain
percentage of their profit for CSR.
India is the first country in the world
where it is mandatory for companies to
spend 2 per cent of their three-year average
annual net profit on CSR activities in each
financial year, starting from FY15. The law
applies to companies with at least Rs 5
crore net profit or Rs 1,000 crore turnovers
or Rs 500 crore net worth. According to
independent reports, the private sector’s
combined charitable spend jumped from
an estimated 33.67bn rupees (£357.5m)
in 2013 to around 250bn rupees (£2.63bn)
after the law’s enactment - absolutely
amazing growth. Why can’t Pakistan bind
the companies through an Act to spend a
certain percentage of their profit on CSR?
According to a research report, the concept of CSR is relatively underdeveloped

in Pakistan. There is a general perception
among business practitioners in Pakistan
that CSR relates to philanthropic activities. Only a few large local companies and
multinational enterprises hold a well-defined
CSR policy. Small and medium enterprises
limit their CSR engagement to comply
with codes of conduct set by their foreign
buyers.
In fact, most companies participating in programmes to facilitate people to
have better education, health and shelter
activities are using it for their publicity
campaigns. The effort and will to solve the
problems facing the poor of society on
permanent basis is not found. Normally the
companies after organising one or more
events with all the fanfare and massive
publicity go back to deep slumber. Though
this may not be true in case of a number
of companies, this is a matter of concern
anyway.
CSR is made a part of the annual budget

Cover Story
Slug

expenditure for obtaining tax relief. Occasional distribution of cheques and commodities for image building campaigns is no
doubt good but there are many things that
have to be carried out on a regular basis.
For instance, companies can establish
schools, healthcare centres, women empowerment centres, rehabilitations centres,
etc. on a permanent basis. In the long run,
besides image building this is going to help
the business.
People in general believe that the corporate sector in Pakistan is making huge
profits and instead of reinvesting in the
country and spending on the wellbeing of
the people, it siphons out the entire profit.
Most multinational companies are doing
roaring business in Pakistan. The higher
repatriation of profit and dividends reflects
the growth in corporate earnings. Had they
been spending on CSR, keeping in view the
profit margin, the life of the common man
would have definitely changed. Health and
education, despite help and support from
various companies has not changed. In a
poor country, spending millions and millions

in things like Coke Studio and Battle of
the Bands is definitely publicity and no
more. Had this amount been spent on
launching health schemes and education programmes, especially for children,
scholarships for talented students and
stipends for research work, it would have
been more appropriate.
In developing countries with 80 per cent
of the world’s population and a nominal

smiles on the faces of the under-privileged.
A number of rehabilitation centres, orphanages and places like SOS Village are
being heavily supported on a regular basis
by companies in Pakistan. They have a
responsibility for the development of the
society where they do business.
Given their power and sheer size,
companies can solve big social problems
with a huge impact on social well-being of

GDP, people live on less than $2 a day
and a brute majority suffer from malnutrition, miserable or no health services, no
sanitation,no electricity, no safe drinking
water, no shelter and no transportation. The
disturbing fact is that by 2050, more than
3 billion additional people will be living in
the developing part of the planet. Keeping
in view the GDP position, it is absolutely
clear that for their governments it will just
not be possible to provide even the basic
necessities and essential utility services. It
becomes obligatory for all those companies
making a good profit to invest a little portion
for the wellbeing of people.
In any progressive country organisations
can no longer keep functioning solely as
profit-making machines and they have to
establish themselves as contributing and
conscientious members of the community.
CSR also has the potential to enhance the
profile and reputation of the company that
chooses the right social problem. Inspired
by the adage “happiness benefits the giver
as well as the recipient,” a large number
of national and multinational companies
in Pakistan are doing quite a lot to bring

the community. Many companies operating in Pakistan have CSR operations but a
lot more is needed. Moreover, the way it is
understood and implemented differs greatly
for each company. Whatever the definition, the purpose of CSR is to drive change
towards sustainability. It is encouraging to
note that both national and multinational
companies operating in Pakistan are aware
of their social responsibilities and the spirit
is deeply entrenched in their roots and is
the inspiration behind all their CSR initiatives.
Pakistan’s current expenditure on health
and education is the lowest in South Asia.
It is time for the government to enact a law,
making it mandatory for the companies to
set aside a defined portion of their profit to
be exclusively spent on health and education as a part of CSR. Though potential
for increasing foreign and local companies’
contribution is frequently constrained by the
inherent barriers and limitations of doing
business in developing countries, this is an
essential move for a country like Pakistan
which does not spend more than 4 per cent
of its budget on health and education.
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Cover Story

CSR: Rhetoric or Reality?

By Faizan Usmani

A

few decades back, people in
Pakistan were not familiar with
the concept of corporate social
responsibility (CSR). However, in
a very short time CSR has become a common phenomenon in the industry and every
second business organisation now seemingly appears to be a truly CSR-compliant
firm. Pakistan is one of those countries
which have yet to make considerable
progress in terms of CSR application and
enforcement. With the exception of some
multinational companies and local large
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organizations, unfortunately most business
owners in the country do not have the faintest idea what CSR is all about.
As a normal practice, many businesses
keep themselves away from the CSR hassle
and tend to ignore it as far as possible until
they are asked by their foreign buyers, pressurized by legal provisions or face procedural formalities to toe the line.
As per an English proverb, one can lead
a horse to water but one cannot make it
drink it. Most companies in Pakistan take
cosmetic measures in the name of CSR
only when there is a legal requirement or
when CSR appears to be an essential part

of international compliance standards.
A minimum conformity with globally-practiced industrial standards is the only way
available to make local companies jump
on the bandwagon solely to survive global
competition. The fact looks strange to many
but still there are hundreds of large scale
business organisations in the country that
have yet to take any measures with regard
to assessing and fulfilling their responsibilities as responsible corporate citizens.
Interestingly, those who are into CSR
take it as a philanthropic activity undertaken
as charity work on an occasional or even
regular basis. Most business organizations

in this part of the world carry out CSR activities out as a merely welfare gesture.
Examples of the most common CSR
initiatives include providing free meals to
the hungry, building schools and healthcare
centres in less privileged areas, drilling and
constructing wells for fresh water supply
in water-deficient localities, taking part in
relief activities during natural calamities or
national disasters, making intermittent do-

nations to leading welfare trusts, extending
aid during earthquakes and floods, etc.
Carried out with much fanfare, such
charity-bound activities by commercial
entities help fulfil their social responsibilities,
which is quite a flawed perception.
Says Professor Ambreen Waheed, a
member of the Responsible Business
Initiative, Pakistan, “In Pakistan, CSR is
frequently equated with corporate philanthropy, the terms being often mistakenly
used synonymously. Some consider CSR
to be a simple compliance with the law.
This creates a difficulty because the top
management is still uncertain about the true
meaning of CSR. This indicates the need

for a mass awareness campaign supported
by the government, tarrgeting businessmen, entrepreneurs and customers so that
they are able to appreciate CSR and also
the general perils of non-compliance in
today’s environment,”
As per its true sense, corporate social
responsibility (CSR) is a mainstream business principle. It constitutes a significant
part of a corporate strategy which takes
responsibility for the company’s effects on
social and environmental wellbeing of the
area it operates in. “I don’t know of any
developing country government that can
deliver services in a million places at once
every day. If we want to solve some of
these social problems, one of the best ways
we could do it is to hire the right global
companies,” says Allan Hammond, a lead
researcher at the World Resources Institute
in Washington.
CSR is also referred to as a responsible business, corporate citizenship and
corporate conscience and is briefly defined
as “corporate self-regulation integrated into
a business model.” This aims to neglect
or minimise the impact a business has on
the community by keeping its focus on
its responsibility towards society. These
social responsibilities depend on several
factors, such as the aim, size and nature
of the business, the social risks posed by
the business, the country it operates in, the
extent of integration of CSR in the organizational culture, etc.
Most importantly, the concept of human
rights is another major part of corporate
social responsibility, other than addressing such global concerns as environmental
degradation and climate change. Of late,
corruption has also been included in CSR
reporting, helping business organisations
to become an ethical, transparent and responsible business free from such unethical
business practices as corruption, bribery,
nepotism, etc.
“Business, on the other hand, needs to
abandon the subsidy-seeking culture of the
past and embrace competitive ways that
build capacities, efficiencies and customer
friendly practices as a basis for market
advantage. This requires adopting a culture
of compliance, integrity and technological
research as dictated by current CSR precepts,” says Professor Ambreen Waheed.
CSR is not a compliance system which
usually needs day-to-day monitoring and
regular review. In fact, CSR is well beyond a

mere compliance norm, because it is based
on a thorough corporate strategy that is
devised in line with the long-term vision
of the organisation. Unfortunately, most
companies don’t include the CSR element
at the time of policy-making and don’t even
consider the long-term impact of their business activities on the societies in which they
operate.
“About 40 per cent of the corporate companies in Pakistan think CSR means simply
paying taxes,” says Mohammad Arfeen, a
senior economic analyst.
Quoting the findings of a business research study, Mohammad Arfeen says “30
per cent per cent business organisations in
the country believe CSR is a contribution
towards community welfare or donating
to organizations for social development
purposes and community development,
while 15 per cent think that CSR equates
employee welfare, and 10 per cent think
CSR means working in areas where the
company’s interests lie. Only five per cent
clearly understand CSR means directly
implementing economic and social development activities and projects,”
He adds, “Many companies in Pakistan
are barely adhering to CSR practices. A few
organizations have taken the lead and they
must be praised and congratulated for their
efforts in contributing towards society.”
In Pakistan, United Bank Limited (UBL),
Indus Motors Company (IMC), TCS, PTCL,
P&G) SICPA, Reckitt Benkiser, Levers and
Nestlé Pakistan are among those companies that have been in the forefront in CSR
activities. This is quite a positive trend and
the other companies and business organisations must also follow suit as the matter
is a shared global concern that directly
relates to the very survival and betterment
of humanity.
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NeWs Buzz

Young Pakistanis on
Forbes Under ‘30’ List
Y

oung men and women of Pakistani origin have featured on Forbes magazine’s ‘under 30’ list released
in 2017. The list is released annually and features 600 individuals making strides in 20 different industries,
including art and style, education, games, food, enterprise technology and media. The selected Pakistanis are:
Anna Khan, 29, has made it to the list
for sourcing several breakout startups since
joining Bessemer Venture Partners in February 2012. She has raised over $141 million
in total financing. She was named a “Global
Shaper” by the World Economic Forum and
a Rock Centre Fellow by Harvard Business
School.

Hayat, is the president of Teach Pakistan
Initiative, a non-government organisation working to improve the rural education system in
Pakistan. He features on the list as co-founder
of ThroughPut, a data science automation company which estimates waste in supply chain and
logistics operations and offers recommendations
to eliminate bottlenecks and areas of concern.

Sarah Ahmed, 28 was selected for her
work in the retail and e-commerce industry.
The New York-based entrepreneur founded
Warp + Weft, “a premium denim brand that
weaves its own fabric to guarantee the best
value and fit.” Her brand aims to increase size
inclusivity.

Raza Munir, 29, is co-founder of Climb
Credit. His startup, aims to help students in
skills-based fields manage their debt. According to Forbes, Munir featured under the
Education category. He has provided affordable loans to 5,000 students attending 60
schools.He founded Credit Climb along with
Zander Rafael, Amit Sinha and Vishal Garg.

Zayd Enam, 25, founder of Cresta.ai.
dropped out of high school to start Mediconnect, “a healthcare provider platform in Pakistan.” He also later dropped out of his PhD
program at Stanford University and founded
Cresta.ai a startup that aims to scale and
improve the quality of customer services.

Abbas Haider, 28, is the co-founder of Aspetto. He has made it to the Forbes list under
the ‘Manufacturing and Industry’ category for
co-founding Aspetto, a clothing firm that deals
in comfortable, tailor-made, bullet-resistant
clothing. Haider’s business has already raised
$300,000 in seed funding and is set to see its
2017 revenue increase to $2.5 million.

PCB Ultimatum
T

he feud between the Board of
Control for Cricket in India
(BCCI) and the Pakistan
Cricket Board (PCB)
is finally coming to a
close. PCB Chairman
Najam Sethi has said
that BCCI should
either let their team
play against Pakistan
or forfeit in case the
teams are drawn against
each other in the International Cricket Council (ICC)
Test Championship.
This strong step from PCB is reported
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to have sent shockwaves in the
BCCI which probably did not
anticipate such a reaction
after they refused to
play a series against
Pakistan despite
signing a contractual
agreement.
There have also
been reports that
BCCI is exploring the
possibility of resuming cricketing ties with
Pakistan.If cricketing ties
resume, this will be a huge victory
for PCB.

280 Characters
Won’t Save Twitter

M

aybe Twitter is on the
way out, maybe it’s
not. If it is, it’s not because
there is no visual aspect to
it. You can attach a photo
or video to a tweet, right?
If Twitter is on the way out
it’s because young people
are completely bereft of writing skills and
can’t actually write letters and words. Everything for them is about pressing a button
to take a photo and then pressing another
button to post it and then pressing another
series of buttons to select emojis which
convey what people with literacy skills would
have written with words.

NeWs Buzz

Tower Haven
P

akistani telecom operators currently own and operate around
35,000 towers. The number is expected to double or more during
the next 8 to10 years.With growing data demands, even if the coverage has been blanket, more and more towers will be needed to meet
requirements. With tower sharing, telecom operators can reduce their
tower operating costs by 35 to 55 percent
More than 60% towers in Pakistan — from different operators — are
located within close proximity (within 100-150 feet). Such towers can
potentially be shared by a single tower company. Pakistani operators
will need to double their towers within the next 10 years to meet the
growing data demands of cellular customers in the country.This essentially means that all telecom operators will have to deploy around
40,000 more towers, combined, just to meet the demand.

Shahnaz Ramzi wins Stevie
Award for Women in Business
S

hahnaz Ramzi, CEO, Starlinks PR
& Events, was named finalist in the
Company/Organization awards category at
the 14th annual Stevie Awards for Women
in Business. She won the Bronze Stevie
Award at the ceremony in New York.
Says Shahnaz, “I am glad to receive the
Stevie Awards for Women in Business for
2017. The Award is the most prestigious
honour given in the field of entrepreneurship
and business management. It gives me an
inner satisfaction to represent my country
as a winning lady and I hope this will pave
the way for the rest of the women in the

country working day in and day out to
make a difference in their respective
fields.”
Shanaz Ramzi was Head of
PR and Publications at HUM
TV. She launched her own
company STARLINKS PR,
a PR and event management company some time
back.
More than 1,500 entries
were submitted this year in
more than 90 categories in the
Stevie Awards, including Execu-

Shahnaz Ramzi (left) receving the award.

tive of the Year, Entrepreneur of the Year,
Company of the Year, Startup of the Year,
Women Helping Women, and Women Run
Workplace of the Year.
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NeWs Buzz

Why the Taj is Important
I

t’s a pity that the Indians want to re-write their history books and,
despite the fact that the Mughals ruled India for so long, the Indians
would rather hide from the fact. A replica of the Taj Mahal, was
presented to foreign dignitaries by the Indians. Now that has been
replaced by some Hindu holy book. About 10 million people visit the Taj
Mahal in Agra every year but there is an effort underway to delete Islam
and Islamic rulers out of India’s history. Before the deletion occurs, here
are some facts to know about Shahjehan and his beloved wife Mumtaz
Mahal in whose memory he built the Taj Mahal:
1. The full title of Shah Jahan, the Mughal king who made the Taj
Mahal, was: “Shahanshah Al-Sultan al-‘Azam wal Khaqan al-Mukarram, Malik-ul-Sultanat, Ala Hazrat Abu’l-Muzaffar Shahab ud-din
Muhammad Shah Jahan I, Sahib-i-Qiran-i-Sani, Padshah Ghazi
Zillu’llah, Firdaus-Ashiyani, Shahanshah-e-Sultanant Ul Hindiya Wal
Mughaliya“.
2. Shah Jahan was married 7 times. Mamtaz Mahal was his 4th wife.
3. Mamtaz Mahal was married to another man who was killed by Shah
Jahan so that he could marry her.
4. Mamtaz Mahal was killed while delivering her 14th child.
5. Shah Jahan married Mamtaz Mahal’s sister after her death.
6. Shah Jahan’s sons fought a the Battle of Samugarh, against each

other for the crown.
7. Shah Jahan was put
under house arrest
by his son Aurangzeb.
8. There was no state
funeral for Shah
Jahan. He ruled India
from 1628 until 1658.
9. Shah Jahan was laid
to rest next to his
beloved wife Mumtaz
Mahal in the Taj Mahal.
10. The Taj Mahal was not originally designed to entomb a second
person other than Mumtaz Mahal. Aurangzeb, son of Shah Jahan,
instead of building
a new mausoleum,
buried his father next
to Mumtaz Mahal.

Zapwater relaunch
W

orld Airways has chosen Zapwater
Communications as PR AOR for its
2018 relaunch.
The firm will support World Airways’
relaunch in the U.S. next year. The agency
will work on PR and social media campaigns,
media relations, influencer targeting, events
and partnerships for the airline’s re-emergence.
World Airways ceased operations in March
2014 after filing for bankruptcy and failing to
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secure funding from investors. Investment
firm 777 Partners bought the airline’s intellectual property with plans to relaunch as a lowcost, long-haul airline. World Airways was
founded in 1948 in Atlanta. Post-relaunch, it
plans to have hubs in Miami and Los Angeles
for flights to Asia and Latin America.

Only in
UAE
Y

ou are in a different world
when you live and work
in the UAE: You have to work
on Sundays. It’s warm outside
but freezing inside. You need
a friend, but your friend lives
in Karachi. You’re confused
by all the superlatives. You
can’t sleep with the construction noise around. Each mall
is designed like a maze. You
can’t find your car at a parking lot. You make a yoga pose
just to get a picture of the Burj
Khalifa and the water from the
tap is always hot!
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Indian pilots listen to ‘Dil Dil
P

ilots of the IAF planes landing in Indian occupied Kashmir are
allegedly being targeted by Pakistan hackers who are blocking
their communication with the control tower and forcing them to listen
to patriotic Pakistani songs, such as Dil Dil Pakistan.
According to the Times of India, hackers often tap into the
frequency which Indian pilots use to communicate with Jammu Air
Traffic Control (ATC) as aircraft approach for landing. After blocking

the communication, the alleged hackers start transmitting Pakistani
patriotic songs on the frequency.
While revealing that this has been happening for quite some time, a
senior pilot told the Indian newspaper, “We are forced to hear songs
like ‘Dil, dil Pakistan.’ In such a situation, we revert to the Northern
Control in Udhampur. This IAF-run ATC coordinates with aircraft
when they are over 10,000 feet high and on descending below that
level, we switch over to the Jammu tower.”
The Northern Control then calls up the Jammu ATC on landline
to get the alternate frequency from them, he said, adding that the
frequency is then forwarded to pilots which they use to communicate
to Jammu on that frequency.
This provides pilots ample time to get in touch with Jammu ATC
as hackers are not able to hack into the alternate frequency in time.
“We use VHF, which is line of sight communication and is known as
‘if you can see us, you can talk to us.’ Due to this, hackers frequently
jam our frequency with ATC and start playing their music. This is a big
irritant as we are in final stage of landing,” said another pilot.
Due to these incidents, the Jammu ATC is forced to change its
frequency very frequently to minimize alleged cross-border hacking.

Ikea Birthday Bash
T

o mark its 30th birthday, Ikea, the Swedish furniture retailer, took over a house
in London’s Soho district and recreated
typical living rooms from the ‘80s, ‘90s and
the 2000s, as well a space dedicated to the
home of the future.
People could join the party via VR headsets in Ikea’s stores around Britain. No tickets
were required to visit during regular store
hours. At night, there was dance music, food
and drink from the different decades.
The ‘80s space includes bold colours,
frosted glass and a Jane Fonda workout
video and the ‘90s area features full-on beige
furniture, mood lighting and computers as
the latest accessory.
For the 2000s, Ikea showcased a time
in which self-expression had come to the
forefront, e.g., the rise of the “feature wall”
and glass-fronted display cabinets.
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Ikea dedicated the top floor to
looking 30 years ahead. In its vision of the urban future, living was
squeezed into one room with fold-up
beds and collapsible chairs. In the
future, home delivery would be more
a part of the Ikea experience.

NeWs Buzz

Digital Marketing in Pakistan
P

akistan is an emerging market and
requires huge efforts to bring the international standards of “digital marketing” to
generate more revenues for businesses.
Despite the fact that the internet is now
increasingly available via 3G/4G services,
wireless broadband, DSL, etc., Pakistan still
lacks the level of digital inclusion that was
expected. Although Pakistani marketers
have realized the true potential of digital
marketing, they can only reap benefits
when people react to digital marketing
trends. They need to go an extra mile to
get a firm grip in this new hyper-fragmented
world and attract Pakistani consumers who
are still not aware.
Digital marketing is often referred to as

‘online marketing’, ‘internet marketing’ or
‘web marketing’. Digital marketing is different from traditional marketing strategies
as it involves use of channels and methods
that enable an organization to analyze
marketing campaigns and understand what
methods are working and what are not
typically in real time. Communication in the
business environment has metamorphosed
in many ways. It is no longer enough to
derive strategies to reach out to people in
the limited spectrum of consumers, stakeholders, associates and employees through
traditional modes of communication.
Digital marketing is different from traditional marketing strategies as it involves use
of channels and methods that enable an

Identity Campaign
T

he International Cooperative Alliance
has announced the launch of a global
marketing campaign to promote cooperative identity. Director general Charles Gould
explained how the campaign aimed to raise
awareness of the model.
“The early cooperators were visionaries,
they asked an important question – what
if? What if the world were different? We
believe that question is still relevant to
people across the world. We believe that

organization to analyze marketing campaigns and to understand what methods
are working and what are not.
these people are open to
the cooperative message,”
said Mr Gould.
The ‘Cooperatives for
a Better World’ marketing campaign is currently
piloted in four countries:
USA, Argentina, India
and Japan, with another
ten potentially signing
up to the campaign in January. One of the
figures behind the campaign is Howard
Brodsky from CCA Global, a co-operative
that provides access to innovative products,
systems and services for other co-ops.

A Different Show
A

rtchowk Gallery presented its
show Khowab Aatey Huwey
Sunayee Diye by Masood A Khan.
ArtChowk was originally an online
platform showing emerging artists,
particularly from South Asia. It later
evolved into an arts organization
promoting visual art through curated
projects and exhibitions, with emphasis on the East.
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Louvre Abu Dhabi Opens
T

he Louvre Abu Dhabi is a one of a kind
universal museum that has been opened
in Abu Dhabi, the capital of the UAE. Initial
planning for the Louvre Abu Dhabi began 10
years ago in 2007 when France and the UAE

came together to create a new
cultural institution. An entrance
ticket to the museum costs
Dh60.
Architect Jean Nouvel is the
man behind the design. Some
of his work includes the Copenhagen Concert Hall in Denmark,
the Torre Agbar in Barcelona
and the 100 Eleventh Avenue
in New York. Louvre Abu will
be loaning from leading French
museums and regional cultural institutions to
fill up the museum.

The Louvre Abu Dhabi is located on
Saadiyat Island, which will be home to three

other museums - the Guggenheim
Museum, the Zayed National Museum and
the Maritime Museum.

IT Jobs going to Pakistani techies
R

ecently, a US-based Indian IT company
fired over 125 employees in just half an
hour without giving any prior notice to them.
Ironically, on the same day, when the pinkslips were being handed to the employees of
the low-level IT company’s branch in Noida,
India, it hired similar amount of employees in
its Islamabad-based branch. The Indian
IT sector, which is one of the largest IT
exporters in the world, has seen noticeable
job decline in the last two years.
According to an Indian magazine report,
the Indian IT industry has seen a huge decline in IT jobs. The magazine claimed that
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the major reason for this downfall is “the trend
of these jobs going to techies in Pakistan.” It
said the country has a budding IT industry,
is growing in its own space and is looking to
emulate the Indian IT success story where
right now data operators and BPO callers
come much cheaper.The magazine said that

China is helping the Pakistani tech industry to
grow just like USA, which helped the Indian
industry the same way 20 years ago
Not long ago, China-based e-commerce
giant Alibaba has also signed an IT related
agreement with the Pakistan government
under which it will invest $400 million in the
country. China Telecom has also signed an
agreement with the PTCL to lay a network
of fiber optic cables across the country.
Recently, Freelancer.com released a
rankings chart in which Pakistan stood at
3rd position in the “Software Freelancing”
category.

Analysis

Humour in Advertising
By Sharf e Alam

T

he historic Qissa Khwani Bazar in
Peshawar and a signboard with a rather
amusing message ‘Karachi Ki Mashoor
Peshawari Ice Cream’ are two unforgettable memories of my Peshawar visit. That
was indeed an interesting signboard, which
I still remember. It compelled people to
have a second look. It was undoubtedly a
fine manifestation of the creative effort of
an adman. The trend of creating a tagline
with a neat combination of two different
meanings is becoming quite popular among
people handling national and international
brands. For instance ‘Daagh Tau Achay
Hotay Hain’, ‘Khamoshi Ka boycott’, ‘Oos
Ko Laga Dala Tu Life Jheenga La La’ and a
host of other such catchy lines that people
enjoy and recall the brand for quite some
time.
Like any literary piece, an ad copy also
demands that it should be impressive and
captivating enough to bring instant smiles
on people’s faces or even tears in their
eyes. The message should be compelling

enough to force the customer to go for the
product. In short the net requirement of an
ad is to persuade the customers to buy a
particular product whether through catchy
slogans like ‘Kuch Meetha Hojaye’ or ‘Karachi Ki Mashoor Peshawari Ice Cream. The
basic idea of an ad is to attract the attention of the consumer towards a particular
brand and the touch of humour definitely
contributes a lot.

Humour is being used as an effective
tool for ad campaigns for a long time. If
we trace the history of films and go to the
age of silent films, Charlie Chaplin’s antics
were appropriately aimed at making the
people laugh. Though there was no voice,
the funny antics of the famous actor were
enough to make people laugh no end.
Many TVCs use a similar strategy to attract
consumers. On the other hand, humour
plays an effective role in defusing the miser-

ies of human people and such ads come as
a whiff of fresh air for many peace deprived
citizens.
As the sense of deprivation is growing
with continued human exploitation, the
need for humour and fun in our lives is
becoming all the more essential. A study of
the trend prevalent on the advertising scene
in India and Pakistan, in fact, the world,
for the last 20 years, slapstick humour has

overtaken ad films. The series of Ufone
commercials not very long ago were based
on some leading comedy plays of the 90s
like ‘Teen Bata Teen’, ‘Shashlik’, ‘Family
Front,’ etc.
To get an ad campaign to reach out to as
many customers as possible, the ad people
apply humour. The most successful ad
campaigns are those which are discussed
in get-togethers and become the talk of the
town. The message reaches its target pretty
fast through word of mouth.

The success of an ad campaign
solely depends on the sales of the product.
Though ad campaigns based on humour
do become very popular, strangely enough,
they fail to attract the consumer. This attitude is based on the fact that a message
given through humour is not taken to some
extent quite seriously. There is a marked difference in treatment of a serious actor and
a comedian; the former is taken seriously
whereas the latter is laken in a light vein.
The standards of humorous ads have certainly one up. Now more sensible concepts
are being made, copywriters are coming
out with better stuff, presentation are more
mature and crude humour is being avoided.
The Kenwood commercial is an example of
subtle humour. The element of wit is definitely above average in the ad.
Sharf e Alam is associated with Spectrum Y&R
Communication (Pvt) Ltd. as an Associate Creative
Director. He is also pursuing a doctorate in Urdu
Advertising.
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The Challenge to
Advertising Today
By Khawaja Amer

A

mong other challenges the most
important being faced by advertising agencies the world over is reaching
potential customers in a meaningful and
compelling manner and that too within a
limited budget. To produce better ads and
getting TVCs and radio ads on air on the
popular channels and finding prized space
in widely read newspapers is becoming
increasingly difficult.. Besides the production of an ad, media planning for both
print and electronic media has become
highly challenging as there is an intense
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race between different brands to capture
the market within months of launching the
product. The agency also receives pressure from sales promotion which also very
heavy relies on ads in various media to
deliver the announcement about a promotional offer well in time as they just cannot
afford a single day of delay.
Media research is therefore becoming a
bit too challenging for the ad agencies and
ad seasoned practitioners believe media
decisions are the hub in the advertising
wheel, the central point where all campaign elements – that is, the spokes of the
wheel – are joined. Not only are media de-

cisions central to advertising planning, media research is central to media planning.
That obviously requires very careful planning based on current data and information that media planners must gather, sort
and analyze before the planning can begin.
Since the client also has a lot of ideas he is
definitely a good source for various types
of information the media planner can use.
Better coordination between the client
and the agency definitely produces good
results but then in case of any differences
good media planners can get their point of
view across with a lot of conviction.
The other challenge advertising faces is

the distribution pattern, keeping in view the
budget for the campaign. If the product is
for the common lot, especially for consumers from low income group ,the geographical differences in category and brand sales
matters a lot. In that case concentration is
more on villages and small cities instead of
mega cities. In short, more emphasis is on
rural areas rather than urban. Sales geography is therefore a critical element, especially for brands with a national impact.
Independently gathered information
about markets and product categories is a
precious instrument for media planners for
competitive advertising. For products manufactured at a fairly large scale, such as
household products, food, durable goods,
etc. an agency must keep an eye on what
their competitors are planning for a similar
product. This exercise helps agencies in
producing better campaigns and prepares
better planning and scheduling of ads. The
objective, according to an expert, is to find
media where the advertiser’s voice is not
drowned out by the competitor’s voices.
This concept, called share of voice, is a
measure of the percentage of total advertising spend by one brand in a product
category.
Advertising has changed a lot after the
digital revolution and amazing innovations in the communication system. As a

result, there is a
change in creative
areas, journalism
and much more.
Undoubtedly, the
whole activity is in
the midst of a huge
shift. An ad man says
there is a shift in technology, consumer expectations, economics, politics and
business. The pace and scale
of change is dramatic and to secure
benefits and earn mass support, advertising – which has become so ubiquitous in
life – must renegotiate with the world out
there.
The social media revolution has confronted advertising agencies with a new
challenge. The number of people who
regularly use various social media have
grown dramatically and more and more
people are getting involved with social
media to grow their businesses and to
build relationships. The best part is that
this is one of the easiest, least expensive
and most effective ways to gain exposure
and to strengthen business’s reputation.
Marketers are now using, in addition to
traditional forms of marketing (radio, television and print), the Internet to reach out to
existing and potential Advertisers are more

inclined to use social media marketing
(SMM) because of the economy in spend
and to successfully grow their businesses.
The most effective marketing approach
is one that uses a balanced mix of both
social and traditional media to attain its
advertising and marketing objectives.
In the coming years, digital will be the
winner around the world and in Pakistan
because traditional media will become
obsolete and internet penetration would
have grown tremendously. The advertising
sector is competent enough to meet these
challenges because there is a universal
adaptation to the new media and the more
prudent players are rapidly educating
themselves in its judicious and resultoriented use.
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Dialogue
An exclusive interview
with the former Prime
Minister of Pakistan,
Yousaf Raza Gillani.
By Zoreen Khawaja

‘What matters
the most to me
is sincerity.’
-Yosaf
-YusufRaza
RazaGillani
Gilani
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The private lives of leaders are interesting in the sense that they identify
with others – in their daily routine and
interests. We like to know whether they
are just like any other common man in
their daily lives. We want to know about
their hobbies, their interests, their hopes
and despairs.
Yousaf Raza Gillani born on 9 June
1952 is a Pakistani politician who served
as Prime Minister of Pakistan from 25
March 2008 until his disqualification by
the Supreme Court of Pakistan on 26
April 2012. He currently serves as the
vice-chairman of the central executive
committee of the Pakistan Peoples Party.
A consistently strong US ally as prime
minister, Gillani was ranked as the 38th
most powerful person in the world by
Forbes. He belongs to an influential Sufi
Muslim family of Multan. He is a descendant of the Sufi saint Zahed Gillani, who
belonged to the Iranian province of Gilan.
His father Makhdoom Syed Alamdar
Hussain Gillani was one of the signatories of the Pakistan resolution and later
served as a provincial minister in Punjab.
Here is what Mr. Gillani has to share
with Slogan.
How was your relationship with your
parents?
As a family we were always very wellknitted. My relationship with my parents
had always been very warm, specially
my mother, who I lost, when I was in
jail. I always had the liberty to do what
I wanted and was always very satisfied with what I had in life. In short my
relationship with my parents has always
been great. I’ve been blessed with wonderful parents who were simply amazing.

What is your favourite childhood
memory?
I think I have had a very happy and
positive childhood over all. I really enjoyed
my time in Multan, where I did my primary
education and like any other student, I
tried my hand at everything; from being an
athlete, to doing dramatics and speeches
as well as the arts. I had great moments
of enjoyment and happiness like any other
child of my age.
What is the happiest moment of your
life?
Other than getting my first office, I think
the most memorable and happiest moment
of my life was when my son Ali Haider
Gillani, was recovered from Afghanistan’s
Ghazni province, after having been ab-

With Bill Gates.

Yousaf Raza Gillani with actress Angelina Jolie.

What do you think is your most likeable
personality trait?
I know self-praise is no praise, but I can
only tell you what I’ve
been told. Time and
again people have come
to me and told me that
they love me for the
good human being I am.
I know this may not be
applicable to everyone
who knows me, but
people close to me like
to believe that I try and
do things in goodwill and
I never intentionally hurt
anyone. So I think the
answer to this question
would be that being a
good human being is
one trait I really hope

There are a number of films that I really like, but
‘right
now, what’s coming to my mind is Devdas of
not Dilip Kumar but Shahrukh Khan. I think it had
the right mix of everything in that movie.,
ducted in 2013. That is one moment which
I cannot explain in words.
What do you think is most important in a
relationship?
Whatever the relationship maybe, I think
what matters the most to me is sincerity.
Honesty of mind in any relationship is the
key for me. It usually is in fact the quality of
being genuine, not feigned, without hypocrisy or pretense.

people find likeable in me.
If not a politician, then what would you
have been?
It’s hard to tell what I would have been,
because not being a politician is something
I can’t imagine, but I know what I wouldn’t
have been. I surely wouldn’t have been
a businessman because I don’t have the
aptitude for business. Good political leadership requires a combination of charisma

and integrity, as well as the ability to assess
a situation and make a decision based on
what would be.
Talking about being a politician, how
much time do you take, to rehearse for
a speech?
I don’t actually rehearse my speeches.
I think it comes to me very naturally,
especially when I see the people who are
all standing there to listen to me. However,
before giving a speech, I do run over the
points I’d like to cover in that particular
speech, which does not take more than 1520 minutes at most.
What is your favourite kind of food?
I think even after trying all kinds of cuisines from around the world, Pakistani food
is something that stays unmatched for me. I
love Pakistani food.
What is your favourite film?
There are a number of films that I really
like, but right now, what’s coming to my
mind is Devdas of not Dilip Kumar but
Shahrukh Khan. I think it had the right mix
of everything in that movie.
What is your favourite song?
There is nothing in specific that I can
mention here,. However I do like listening to songs if and when going on a long
drive.
Do you like to sing?
Ha ha. No, I don’t think I make a very
good singer; I would, however; hum if a
great song comes along.
If you could find out one thing from the
future, what would it be?
I would really want to know about the
well being of my family in the future.
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Aima Baig

Slug
Profile

A Star is Born
By Syeda Areeba Rasheed

A

song that grabbed the attention of music lovers recently in Coke Studio was
‘Baazi.’ It was composed by Saher Ali Bagga and sung by him and a girl called
Aima Baig. The song has become a rage since then and so have the singers.
Rapidly and steadily rising amongst the ranks of Pakistani singers, Aima Baig
seems to be on her way to the top. She is inspired by Lady Gaga, Rihanna and
Abida Parveen and she sings in all sorts of genres. Baazi is a Punjabi song and
she has rendered it quite beautifully. The other song she has been noticed for
is Kalabaaz Dil. Though Aima’s singing has a lot of western influence but she
has done Kalabaaz Dil for a Pakistani film in a typical old Indian fashion with a
characteristic nasal tone.
Aima is the niece of TV anchor Mubashir Lucman and those who have
watched the comedy show ‘Mazaaq Raat’ on Duniya TV must have noticed
her sitting on a high chair on one side. She has now grown out of that chair
and is not seen in Mazaaq Raat anymore
Born in Lahore in 1989 and raised in Oman, Aima completed her studies in Pakistan. She began singing in 2014 on SoundCloud and soon
became popular on the social media. She has been passionate about
music since she was 7. Initially, when she discussed having a career
in music with her parents, it was not all rainbows and butterflies.
They had their share of concerns but after a lot of persuasion, they
agreed. This gave her confidence and she started singing at college and university.
In 2013, Aima appeared on ‘Mazaaq Raat’ and was exposed
to leading comedians and other popular personalities. She
even collaborated with her uncle Mubashir Lucman in the
2015 Shaukat Khanum Memorial Hospital public-service
campaign on cancer - ‘Sing A Song – Save A Life’. Aima’s
mother died of cancer. She soon hit the headlines by singing
Summer Wine with Mubashir Lucman.
She always looked up to Shiraz Uppal who helped her from
the start. She was the singing voice of Saba Qamar for Wajahat
Rauf’s ‘Lahore Se Aagey’ singing ‘Kalabaaz Dil’, ‘Befikriyan’
and ‘Ehle Dil’. Her song ‘Ishq Aatish’ is the OST of a Russian
television serial. She also sang ‘Kaif o Suroor’ for ‘Na Maloom
Afraad 2’ and appeared as a guest in many morning shows.
Her ‘Ay Rah-e-Haq Ke Shaheedon’ was also appreciated.
Aima picked up the Best Singer Female trophy at the
Lux Style Awards for ‘Kalabaaz Dil’. She was also criticised for sounding like the Indian singer Rekha Bharadwaj but Aima admitted to imitating her. From singing for
films and OSTs and sharing the stage with Atif Aslam at the Lux Style Awards, Aima has a lot
more in store. She also appeared in the L‘Oreal Bridal Week 2017 and looked astonishingly beautiful. People were just awestruck by her as she walked down the ramp with an off-shoulder tunic
and heavily embellished lehnga, showcasing the designs of Ahmed Sultan.
She has been declared as the most beautiful face after Momina Mustehsan because of her cute
and bubbly looks. Says Aima, “I used to be in a relationship. However, right now I’m only committed to my work. I give all my time to my work because it never complains, never demands, unlike a
boyfriend. It’s the best relationship I could be in.”
Aima is quite blunt and straight-forward and will not fake it if she doesn’t like someone. Although she
has achieved success in a pretty short while, she remains grounded and true to herself. Often when she
is told to pretend for the camera, she clearly refuses to do it and remains her natural self.
Aima says that she had a tremendous run in 2016 and her 2017 plate is more than full. Now she is
working on an Indian project with one of her favourite singers.
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Rebel’s Dirary

Down with Women’s
Emancipation!
M

ost of us take equality of men and
women for granted. It didn’t just
happen – nor is it universal, even today.
For so many years women worked for
their emancipation. They simply wasted
their time. Many women are still working
to achieve a more equal world for themselves. For thousands of years women
are said to have been oppressed by all
societies. This was not ‘oppression’ but an
attempt by men to give women their right
place. Some people say the freedom of
women is the greatest revolution, not just
today but at all times. How foolish!
It is true after all that women’s emancipation does not make them equal to men!
Men can choose their future and their job
but women can’t make a genuine choice,
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what with a cultural change and the wrong
incentives such as money, time, services,
etc.
It is men’s right to benefit from women’s
brain power in the home. That is why
women are missing from the highest-paid
jobs. Many women talk about equal rights
like “affordable childcare,” “equal pay”
and the right to live “free of all forms of
violence.” They should not forget that it is
their moral duty to keep families together.
The interference of women to decide
what the world is going to look like, what
counts and what doesn’t, should be immediately checked.
Women have made advances — reaching boardrooms, courts of law, universities
and sports arenas — but this is where they

should stop and attend to their duties at
home and to the family. Feminism is becoming pervasive — through the Internet ,
etc. but their rights need to be controlled.
They are the primary caregivers.
A serious situation is that the number
of women in politics is increasing. These
women have different legislative priorities
than men and are more likely to introduce
bills addressing the needs of women and
children. Where do the men go from here?
Women have increasingly politicized
their issues. This tantamounts to giving
them freedom and taking them away from
their basic duties at home.
There is much talk about gender diversity is. It has come to light that many companies are struggling to ensure women

are represented fairly in top management
but is good that progress toward parity
remains slow. In Western Europe, only 17
percent of executive-committee members
are women, and women comprise just 32
percent of members of corporate boards
for companies listed in Western Europe’s
major market indexes. In the United
States, the figures are 17 percent for
executive committees and just under 19
percent for boards.
There is also the wrong conception
that achieving gender diversity within
organizations brings multiple benefits to
companies, leading to increased longterm profits. A lot of people think the most
important benefits are increased financial
performance.
They are under the wrong belief that
diversity within the workforce in companies
is reaching a higher percentage and that
higher diversity is expected to bring higher
returns. They may see gender diversity as
a sort of “competitive differentiator” that
brings about a shift in the market share of
a company but the ground realities show
that this not a fact. The McKinsey findings
were wrong is saying that companies
that allow for gender diversity within the
workplace are 15 percent more prone to
experience higher financial returns.
Companies that consider the proposition that with gender diversity, they are
more likely to attract talented people who
are sensetive to the problem and take into
consideration many new things are barking
up the wrong tree.

Who said gender diversity in companies
leads to improved reputation both directly
and indirectly. In fact companies with a
higher percentage of women board directors are beleaguered by typical problems
related to women such as maternity leave,
absenteeism, etc.
Not all women directors are tough
monitors than men directors and are more
likely to close their eyes to fraud for fear
of losing their jobs. Moreover, gender
diversity policies are never correlated with
increased CSR.
Since men and women have different
viewpoints, ideas, and market insights, a
gender-diverse workforce creates more
confusion. A gender-diverse
workforce does not allow the
company to serve an
increasingly diverse
customer base. This
happens because a
gender-diverse workforce creates obstacles
in the process of accessing resources,
such as multiple sources
of information
or credit and
industry knowledge.
Some people
think – wrongly
– that gender
diversity in boards increases
diversity of ideas by introduc-

ing different perspectives and problemsolving approaches. In fact, this obstructs
decision-making advantages.
Women may be more empathetic but
their insights into how decisions play out
in the wider organisation are misplaced.
When it comes to communications and
collaboration, the job is made even more
difficult.
The women of the world should forget
about being equals of men and should
stick to their job of a healthy and wholesome family in addition to properly looking
after their men than unnecessarily worrying
about any sort of emancipation!
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Review

Verna

Focussing a Social Evil

Flim

T

he film ‘Verna’ has Mahira Khan and
Haroon Shahid. Shoaib Mansoor, the
writer and director of the film, took six
years to make a comeback with ‘Verna’
but it seems he badly failed to entertain.
Verna revolves around a woman Sara,
played by Mahira Khan and how her life
changes after a traumatic incident. The
plot focuses on the struggles of a rape
victim and how every character reacts
to it.
Mahira has this quality of slipping into
any character like a natural and that is
what gives the film an edge. Her character Sara not only emerges as a strongminded woman taking some tough decisions but also facing the consequences
of those decisions. Irum proves to be a
convincing lawyer and the only support
Sara could rely upon. Haroon Shahid’s
debut as the husband Aami was a
nuanced and complex character. He is
facing a difficult situation. Zarrar Khan as
the Governor’s son Sultan, rapist and undoubtedly the villain of the film, outshines
them all by captivating the audience with
his portrayal of an egotistic and handsome yet spoiled brat.
The storyline could have been more
simplified but it lacks depth as well as
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clarity, leaving viewers perplexed. The
film is more of a social drama turned
film where the use of non-actors in the
roles of Mahira’s family, her in-laws, the
abductors, governor and the minister do
not leave a good impact. The only scenes
in which Mahira Khan, Haroon Shahid,
Zarrar Khan and even Fahad Ali Panni are

in, gives the feeling of a film. Also, Shoaib
Mansoor should have focused only on
politics and not on women’s rights since

some of the scenes are totally out of
sync.
Shoaib Mansoor has tried hard to
depict the tragedy affecting the rape
victim but the transformation from a rape
survivor to a fearless warrior is shown too
soon. It seems Mansoor has no understanding of how a rape survivor might
react in certain circumstances. The film
badly needs a scene where Sara should
have expressed to Aami what exactly she
went through and Aami as a supporting
husband should have shown sympathy
and affection towards her. Instead, Aami
blames Sara for the rape and the family
advises Sara to forget the whole thing
and behave as if nothing ever happened.
The masterly stroke by Shoaib Mansoor is when the Governor returns from
Umra and enquires whether the crime of
his son has been successfully covered
up. THis shows the dark and ugly side of
politics. It shows how the whole administrative and political system is manipulated
to hush up a rape which is why probably
the CBFC objected to Verna. The film
clearly shows how politicians at every
level are complicit in promoting corruption
to protect their own interests.
Verna is totally a reflection of ‘let’s talk
openly about the cracks in our society
and let’s fix them’. Despite the flaws, the
film has received quite some praise. It
succeeds in creating an understanding of
the power structures in Pakistan and how
political powerplay and corruption combine to subvert basic rights - probably the
areas the censors were worried about.
Verna is a must watch film as it
spreads awareness aboutrape survivors,
the social issues associated with rape
and how in the name of honour many
women cannot go to courts to seek
justice. - Syeda Areeba Rasheed

Reviews

O Rangreza

Character Interplay
lthough many TV plays are being
shown on various channels but the
one which has caught most attention is
HUM TV’s ‘O Rangreza’ with Sajal Ali as
Sassi, Bilal Abbas Khan as Qasim, Isra
Ghazal as Mumtaz (Sassi’s mother), Noman Ijaz as Khayam (Sassi’s father and

Sana Nawaz as actress Sonia Jahan.
The play depicts the story of a rebellious girl who goes against the wishes of
her father to become an actress. At the
start of the serial, viewers were not really
convinced with the play but as the episodes go further, the story begins to make

impact. It is not only a tale of two love
stories but also of life-changing experiences for many.
The two very strong characters that
emerge are those of Sassi and Khayam.
Sassi who always likes to dress up and
she idolises her father Khayam. Following in his
footsteps,
she despises
her mother
for not winning over her
father’s heart.
Khayam is a
man of harsh
words when
he is inside
the house but
loves beauty
and glamour.
He is often
shown questioning himself
as to why he
married such
a simple and docile woman.
The story progresses when Mumtaz’s
nephew Qasim ccomes to live with them.
His lack of courage makes Sassi treat him
like trash. What Sassi doesn’t know yet
is that Qasim adores her secretly but is
afraid of telling her. The most memorable

scenes are between Sassi and Qasim as
they seem to share an amazing on-screen
chemistry.
The real struggle unfolds when Sassi
comes to know about her father being in
love with the film actress Sonia Jahan and
refuses to accept his daughter pursuing
acting herself. A storm breaks between
father and daughter that changes everything in the house.
Wife Mumtaz is entirely different than
her husband Khayam and similarly, Qasim
is also a different person than Sassi.
Mumtaz is fearful and not inspiring while
Khayam is dominating and manipulative.
Qasim is quiet and a smiling admirer while
Sassi is a firecracker. The variations of
characters in the play make it interesting.

Play

A

Directed by Kashif Nisar, ‘O Rangreza’
is definitely a hit among the audiences
for its powerful performances, beautiful
soundtrack, well-written screenplay and
strong direction. The play shows that
what is okay for a man is never okay for
a woman and how the repercussions for
breaking a norm means something else
for a woman and completely something
else for a man. The gender-biased and
double standards prevailing in Pakistani
society shown in the play make ‘O Rangreza’ intriguing. - SAR
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Slug
Events

The Siemens Gamesa Approach
S

iemens Gamesa, created in 2017
through the merger of Siemens Wind
Power and Gamesa, held a technical seminar. Its wind turbine product portfolio was
shown by Siemens Gamesa, particularly
focusing on the G114-2.0 MW turbine that
emerged as a standard bearer in the sector.
Local stakeholders including developers,
IPPs, engineers and consultant companies,
investors and institutions were present at
the event. Miguel Pena Sánchez, Economic
& Commercial Attaché of the Spanish embassy in Pakistan inaugurated the seminar
while Agha Wasif, Secretary Energy Dept.,
Government of Sindh, also spoke.

Alvaro Bilbao, CEO of Siemens
Gamesa, while sharing his views
said, “By providing the best class
in wind turbine with competitive
price, high-level O&M excellence
and flexibility of EPC cooperation,
Siemens Gamesa is a valuable partner for Pakistan wind
projects. We supplying 25 G114
2.0 MW Wind Turbine Generators
for Zephyr Power (Pvt.) Limited.
The project is located in Gharo,
Thatta District. Siemens Gamesa
has achieved a new milestone in its Asian
strategy with its maiden order in Pakistan.”

Nikon Hi Res

Siemens Gamesa, in collaboration with
Orient Power Pakistan, is all set to reshape
the future of wind energy in Pakistan.

Anwar‘s
Art
A

nwar Mqsood showed his art the Koel
Gallery. In addition to humour and
writing, Maqsood applies his creativity to
canvas as well. He seems to be more fascinated with the female form and his lines
complement colours and charcoal in an
attractive combination.

N

ikon has launched its 45.7MP full-frame DSLR camera D850. The new technology has
transformed content and offers more options. The D850 is available in Pakistan.

DIL and Sachal Ensemble

T

he Sachal Orchestra and Jazz Ensemble performed live at the Bahria Auditorium. DIL
is a non-profit organisation that is committed to educating underprivileged students
through model schools and educating teachers.
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Events

SPELT Conference

SUSEN
Handbags
S

S

USEN launched
an exhibition
of handbags at the
Pearl Continental.
The brand attracted
a lot of attention.
Nadia Hussain was
the chief guest.
Said CEO SUSEN
Pakistan, Omar
Raees, “After finding
success in thirty-five
different countries,
we are thrilled to be bringing SUSEN to
Pakistan.”

KHAS Store

Lean In
Pakistan

PELT organized an international Teachers Training Conference featuring workshops,
webinars, colloquiums, panel discussions and poster presentations. A special tribute
was paid to Professor Dr Michael Haladay. It was professional development opportunity for
teachers

A

Khas store was launched in Karachi
at Lucky One Mall to provide quality
products. These include digital and luxury
bedding to fashion, home accessories and
clothing such as pret-wear, unstitched
lawn, chiffon, digital silk, khaddar, cambric
and linen.

‘T

reasures and Trends’ by Lean In
Pakistan exhibited at the BRR Tower
in Karachi. It was powered by LADIESFUND
and supported by Butterfly Nadeem Hussain, the founder and Coach of Planet N,
also ex-President of Tameer Microfinance
Bank was the chief guest.

White Party

A

sim Jofa has completed ten years. The ‘I Wear
Asim Jofa’ occasion called ‘The White Party’
featured eople wearing white.
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Famous Habits

Attire Statements
B

arack Obama’s well-tailored, just-the-right-side-of-slim suits are a refreshing change. A navy suit, pale blue shirt and complementary dark blue tie
is the combination every man should turn to. Wearing only grey T-shirts and
blue jeans can get a bit tedious, but that’s what the Facebook CEO Mark
Zuckerberg is all about.
Pervez Musharraf’s distinctive, sharp suits complement his intense personality while Shazia Mari’s sleek attire of choker-collared shirts and gorgeous
dupatta drapes are her trademarks.
It is difficult to ignore Narendra Modi’s signature half-sleeved kurtas and
churidars and the handloom saris and Pashmina shawls worn by Congress
President Sonia Gandhi.
Whether it’s a perfectly tailored suit or joggers and T-shirt, boxer Amir
Khan knows how to dress in and out of the ring. Shahid Afridi’s cricket
may not always be a crowd-pleaser, but his style has nothing less.
Taking one look at the former captain’s Instagram proves that Afridi
is still boom-booming his way through style trends amazingly. From
pairing a tuxedo coat with a tee and jeans to wearing white button
down-jeans, he has mastered it all. But his personal favourite is
shalwar kameez with a jacket if it’s not hot.
No matter what Angelina Jolie wears, she always stays true to
her style. She carefully chooses well-crafted and sophisticated
pieces. Her suit sets make up a large portion of her
wardrobe. Justin Beiber’s love for skateboarding and
culture is well-known The singer favours the New York
brand’s line of outerwear, sweatpants and
caps. Leonardo DiCaprio likes wearing T-shirts, shorts and sweatpants
while Selena Gomes loves a good
mom-jean and a sexy crop top that
shows off her shoulders.
Iman Ali would wear anything
white and cotton. She has started
picking silhouettes and edgy styles
that complement her good looks
and poise. Jahan-e-Khalid loves
colours, patterns and different cuts
and his style is inspired by the classic British gentleman. The sari and
Mahira Khan are having a love
affair that beats the steamiest of
pairings and so it is clear to say
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Famous Habits

that the sari is her outfit of choice and if you love it, it should be yours too.
Syra Shehroz likes to wear dresses by her favourite designer Zara Shahjahan
while Humayun Saeed strongly believes in wearing what one is comfortable in.
He also gives importance to the latest trends but only if they suit him. Mawra
Hocane couldn’t stick to one particular style as she’s always open to new
trends. Currently, she is in love with anything that is paired with an off-shoulder skirts, pants, dresses and even ripped denim.
Imran Khan wears anything made by his favourite designer Tom Ford, whereas
Mikaal Zulfiqar loves to wear dresses designed by Nabeel and Aqeel outfits.
Sanam Saeed, on the other hand, is the kind of Pakistani actress who
loves to wear western outfits more and still manages to look beautiful. She
is known for her brand-consciousness and loves to wear Khaadi a lot.
Deepika Padukone loves to wear the sari and go astonishingly traditional
but she says her personal style is more like her character ‘Piku’. Aishwarya Rai Bachchan likes to go all blingy and colourful with vibrant saris,
frocks and churidar pyjamas. Currently, she is being seen more in western
clothes. Sonam Kapoor’s favourite dress code is a crop top with full skirt.
In traditional wear. She also loves to wear saris and considers wearing
skinny jeans that make her legs look good.
Kangana Ranaut usually wears western outfits. Apart from a funky dressing
style, Ranbir Kapoor wears black men’s suit but finds himself a lot more comfortable in a casual shirt and loose trousers. According to John Abraham, his
absolute wardrobe necessities are vests and denim. They are comfortable and
super stylish when he flaunts it on himself.
Going by the spate of Shahid Kapoor’s recent appearances, his wardrobe
staple would be skinny jeans. Arjun Rampal has always been in denim. Simple
T-shirts would probably come a second since he absolutely adores casual
wear. He
also sports formal blazers and crisp shirts, with denim
of
course. Being the true man in today’s world, Akshay
Kumar too relies heavily on denim and cropped tees
but sunglasses are his best friends. No one plays with
the scarf as much as he does. For Akshay, ‘When in
doubt, wear blue jeans and a white shirt.’
Mahendra Singh Dhoni’s favourite outfits are
T-shirts, jackets, designer jeans and designer boots.
He is happy wearing a pair of jeans and T-shirt most
of the time. According to Saina Nehwal, the Indian
badminton player, comfort is most important.
Although she has great stylists, she still
prefers anything that is easy and comfortable. David Beckham dominates comfort
looks and has no trouble balancing the
complexities of smart casual wear.
These people have their own sense
of style regardless of whichever field
they belong to. Some of them even
like to experiment with new and
unusual designs and styles that
make them stand apart.
– Syeda Areeba Rasheed
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Lateral Thinking

How Pakistan Can Rise
from the Ashes
By Faizan Usmani

K

erry Packer was a top business tycoon
of his time in Australia. Being an
influential and inspirational media mogul, he
successfully held the entire corporate media
under his thumb. He owned a number of
magazines and ran a television network
which comprised many channels. His business empire consisted scores of companies
in such diverse sectors as heavy engineering, tourism, diamond exploration, legalized
gambling, telecommunications, real estate,
petrochemicals and more.
An astute businessperson from head to
toe, Packer’s secret was a corporate vision
that he utilized until his last breath. Through
this vision, he tapped into every possible
area of investment and business development. Today, Packer is remembered as the
father of modern cricket because he was so
attached to the game and something he is
most known for. He turned this gentleman’s
game into a kind of mass entertainment
which is now enjoyed so enthusiastically
around the world.
For Kerry Packer, true recognition came
when he infused a new soul into the game
of cricket through a host of creative ideas.
He introduced floodlit cricket, also known as
day/night cricket, which is partially or totally
played under floodlights instead of sunlight
only and that too with a white ball in place of
a red one. The game also has a black sidescreen instead of a white one. The traditional
white kit of the players was replaced by a
colourful one which differentiated each team;
even the field umpires got multi-coloured
attire.
Packer’s is not a journey merely from
simplicity to colour, but is a departure from
traditional cricket to a novel form of the
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game replete with new ideas. It was Kerry
Packer who later came up with the concept
of having two different captains for Test and
One Day Internationals (ODIs). This may
have appeared to be quite a bizarre idea at
first but Australia did become the first team
to accept the two-captain format; it was later
followed by the other cricketing countries,
including Pakistan.
However, this is only half the story. Packer
was not alone as far as drumming up new
ideas was concerned. There was another
man behind Packer - Edward de Bono.
Bono was a pioneer of creative thinking
and a best-selling author, a psychologist,
an inventor and a business consultant.
He taught the art of creative thinking as a
skill by introducing breakthrough theories
and bringing forward such unconventional
conceptual frameworks as Lateral Thinking, Parallel Thinking, CoRT Thinking
Programme, Direct Attention Thinking Tools
(DATT) and Six Thinking Hats. He has written some 57 books on creative thinking.
In the mid-80s, Packer attended a workshop conducted by de Bono in Australia
and became his ardent fan because he
helped him devise new ideas and concepts to use in everyday life, particularly
in business. It was not long when Edward
de Bono became a creative mentor for the
Australian cricket team; it would consult him
before going into any mega event or cricket
series.
In the first decade of the 2000s, Australia
emerged as a cricketing superpower; it won
its third World Cup in a row and achieved
the record of the most consecutive wins
in both Test and ODI matches. When
asked about their key to success, former
Australian captain and a great batsman,
Steve Waugh, gave the credit to Edward

de Bono, as it was his training and creative
mentorship that had helped Team Australia
maintain its winning streak.
Interestingly, de Bono, who is from Malta,
does not know anything about cricket, but
through his out-of-the-box training programmes, he played a great role in helping
Australia rule the world of cricket.
It is a fact that almost all rule changes
that have been made in all three formats of
cricket were initially proposed by the Australian Cricket Board. This is, of course, not
a coincidence, but a legacy of the creative
thinking that was initiated by Kerry Packer
in the early 80s. The recent addition of daynight Test cricket is another breakthrough
concept which has been, once again,
introduced by Australian think tanks.
This simply demonstrates the power of
new ideas that can impact the world, more
so cricket. Pakistan captain Imran Khan can
be credited with the idea of having neutral
umpires officiate in international cricket fixtures. But even then, Pakistan cricket could
follow the Australian example of benefiting
from a creative approach in finding solutions
to its problems. Unless Pakistan players
and cricket management gurus are not
able to challenge the status quo and do not
know how to think creatively and introduce
new ideas, they can never achieve excellence.
There was talk some years back that
a creative thinking workshop would be
held in Karachi for cricketers and players
would be guided in thinking creatively and
generating new ideas to defeat major sides,
including India. It is not clear whether such
a workshop came about but cricket as well
as other games that were once Pakistan’s
glory, are in dire need of innovative initiatives
to rise from the ashes.

Grapevine

Quaid-e-Azam’s bust
London has at last honoured the founder of Pakistan, Quaid e
Azam Muhammad Ali Jinnah with a bust in bronze. The Mayor of
London Sadiq Khan recently unveiled the bust at the historic British Museum before it moves to its permanent home in Lincoln’s
Inn, the institution where Jinnah studied and earned a degree as a
Barrister of Law.
Sadiq Khan said that he was proud to unveil the bust of the
great Muhammad Ali Jinnah to honour him.

Be vigilant, says
COAS
The Pakistan Army Chief General Qamar Javed Bajwa has asked
the young people of Pakistan to
not believe everything they see on
the social media. According to the
ISPR, he said,“Educated youth is
prime target of ISIS [Da’ish] and
affiliates, be extra cautious.”

Afridi or Dhoni
When MS Dhoni, the
former Indian cricket
team skipper, visited the
Indian-occupied Jammu
and Kashmir for a cricket
match, the crowds chanted
‘Boom Boom Afridi.’
The cricketer had a busy
time about making his views
clear on India vs. Pakistan to interacting with the youngsters.
Dhoni is an honorary Lt Col in the Indian army. He was the chief
guest of an army-sponsored cricket tournament in the valley. It
was during his visit that a video emerged where people present
were greeting the former India skipper with chants of ‘Boom,
Boom Afridi’.

Walmart apologizes
A picture from one of the
Walmart chain stores appeared
on Twitter which showed a case
of guns with the sign “Own the
school year like a hero” above it.
The user who posted the image
to Twitter captioned it: “uhhhh @
Walmart we need to talk” and it
didn’t take long before the post
went viral as the internet tore
the store apart. Whether it was
a prank or not, Walmart did not

take it lightly and were quick to condemn the advertising mistake,
replying to the user: “This is definitely not okay, Sara. We’re very
sorry and checking into how this could have happened. –Valerie”.
They later issued an official apology, calling it “truly awful” and
“horrible”.
A spokesperson for the company said it was “not happy” and
was working “diligently” to discover where and which store the
photo was taken in so they could have it removed. Spokesperson
Charlie Crowson said: “What’s seen in this photograph would
never be acceptable in our stores. We regret this situation and are
looking into how it could have happened.” According to Crowson
the photo came from a store in Evansville, Indiana.
Another user, Leeanna May, also posted images of the display
and confirmed it was a store in Evansville. She said she had taken
the image on a morning shopping trip with her husband and said
they found the display “disgusting”.
Claiming they immediately made the connection between the
sign and school shootings and claimed it was no laughing matter.
“We have already lost so many innocent lives to guns,” she said.

Body paint or what?
It is reported that Jen
Seidel painted a pair of
very distressed jeans and
a black long-sleeved shirt
with a textured pattern on
model Maria Luciotti’s body
before they walked around
a mall in Towson, Maryland. A pair of high boots,
a cap and knitted scarf
were also a part of the “fall
outfit.”
Jen Seidel is a body
paint artist and he took a
nearly naked model out to
see if anyone could notice
anything different.

What makes
Meghan tick
Meghan Markle, the fiancée of Prince Harry of Britain , says,“Yoga is my thing.” Running
was also a regular part of her work-out routine but not anymore
as it has become a bit hard on her knees. She avoids foods that
make her feel sluggish. But she
says she could eat French fries
all day and she loves pasta. She
usually tends to work out on her
own, but this obviously requires
the motivation to get up and do
it. She might work hard, but she
also remembers it’s important to
chill once in a while. She always
goes for a natural source of energy
like a green juice and she loves to
cook at home.
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Corporate Moves
Javed Zia has been appointed as the chairman of Sui
Southern Gas Company (SSGC). Prior to this, he has
been the chairman of Askari Bank, chairman of Army
Welfare Trust, senior executive member, governing
body, DHA Pakistan, executive head of DHA Islamabad
and member of Policy Formulation Board of Fauji
Foundation’s Committee of Administration. He holds
a Master’s degrees in Political Science and Strategic
Studies and is also a recipient of the UN Service
Medal.
Hina Saeed has been appointed secretary
general of SAARC Chamber of Commerce and
Industry. She has vast experience in marketing
and communications, working with multinationals
and industry leaders in the telecom, IT, cement
and development sectors. She has a Masters
degree in Business Administration from Asian
Institute of Technology, Thailand. Before
becoming the secretary general, she worked as
the executive director of SAARC for about a year
while previously working with Lafarge Pakistan,
British Council Pakistan and Ericsson.
Naeem Y Zamindar, a CEO with experience in
venture capital and building businesses, has been
appointed as the new chairman of the Board of
Investment (BoI). He is an MBA and previously served
as the CEO of Wateen Telecom, CSO of Mobilink and
a Senior Investment Manager at Intel Capital in Silicon
Valley. He was certified by the State of Washington as
a Certified Public Accountant.

Shakeel Ahmed
Mangnejo has been
appointed as the Chief
Executive Officer of
Pakistan Steel Mills
Corporation (PSMC).
He has experience in
public administration,
public procurement,
human resource
management and
financial management.
He holds a Masters
degree in Management from London School of
Economics, a Masters degree in Economics and
a degree in Law and Civil Engineering. He is also
working as the CEO of Pakistan Reinsurance
Company Limited (PRCL). His tenure at PSMC is for
a period of three months or till PSMC gets privatised,
whichever is earlier.
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Zaheer Abbas, the Asian Bradman and former
ICC President, has joined Peshawar Zalmi as the
President of the Board of Zalmi Group. A stylish
batsman of his era, Zaheer scored 5,062 runs for
Pakistan in 78 Tests and 2,572 runs in 62 ODIs.
He has been the only Pakistani batsman to have
scored more than 100 first-class centuries and
34,843 runs in first-class cricket. Hoping to
defend the champion title, he will also provide
inputs on Peshawar Zalmi Foundation’s plans.
Zahid Muzaffar has been re-elected as the
Chairman Board of Directors for Oil and Gas
Development Company Limited (OGDCL). His
previous achievement as Chairman BoD includes
Russia and Pakistan’s energy giant venture and
Russia’s Gazprom International and Pakistan’s
OGDCL Memorandum of Understanding which
helped in expanding the company’s business. He
was also the petroleum advisor and investigated
the petrol crisis in 2015.

Syed Basit Aly has taken over the charge
of House Building Finance Company Limited
(HBFCL) as MD/CEO. He is an expert in Housing
Finance with 25 years of experience in financial
and public sectors. He has a Masters degree in
Development Economics from Williams College,
USA and was previously working as the Director
(OG-7) Infrastructure, Housing and SME Finance
Department in State Bank of Pakistan.

